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Abstract. The growing availability of large on-line corpora encourages the study of word
behaviour directly from accessible raw texts. However the methods by which lexical knowledge
should be extracted from plain texts are still matter of debate and experimentation. In this paper
it is presented an integrated tool for lexical acquisition from corpora, ARIOSTO, based on a
hybrid methodology that combines typical NLP techniques, such as (shallow) syntax and
semantic markers, with numerical processing.

1. Introduction.

It has been recently recognized that the poor impact of NLP systems on real world applications
posed serious concerns about the utility of deep, but hopelessly narrow-band, linguistic methods.
By "narrow-band" we refer to methods that cannot be realistically applied to anything wider
that a few pages of text.
Since a recent AAAI Spring Symposium [AAAI 1990] on text extraction systems, a strong interest
began to arise on the use of statistical techniques to improve the robustness of traditional NLP
knowledge-based methods. One of the most popular linguistic methods explored has been the
study of word associations (referred to also as collocations, or collocates) for lexical acquisition.
The lexicon is in fact acknowledged as the major NLP bottleneck.
In this paper we summarize some of our recent results on the use of knowledge-based and numerical
methods for the extensive acquisition of lexical information. The extraction of word associations
augmented with syntactic and semantic markers is at the basis of our methodology.
As remarked before, the study of word associations has become a common practice in NLP studies.
In [Smadja 1989], [Zernik 1990] [Church 1990] [Calzolari 1990] purely statistical methods are used
to detect word associations in a +-5 window. These methods do not almost require manual work
and provide useful information, such as the detection of support verbs (e.g. "make decision"),
semantic relations (e.g. "part-of"), clues for lexical choice in generation (e.g. "powerful support"
yrs. "strong support"), etc. However the acquired associations do not provide any functional
information and many of them are accidental, despite the use of threshold and statistical
measures to improve the reliability of the results.
Recently, several studies have been published that combine numerical and NLP techniques to
improve the quality of the acquired associations. In [Smadja 1991], [Hindle 1990,1991] and
[Webster 1989] some partial syntactic pre or post-processing is used in combination with numerical
processing. The amount of required manual work involved with this approach may be less
[Smadja 1991] or more [Hindle 1990,1991] [Sekine 1992] heavy, depending upon the adopted
syntactic strategy (see [Basili 1992 b] for a discussion on shallow parsing methods). Syntactically
tagged associations are more reliable than those acquired with purely statistical methods.
However, the performances of the used syntactic parsers are in general quite poor, and reliable
data are obtained for a statistically relevant number of words only if very large corpora (about
10,000,000 words) are available. Interesting applications of syntax-based methods, beside the
aforementioned ones, are the derivation of preference criteria for syntactic ambiguity and the
detection of word classes based on syntactic similarity.
In our research (outlined in this paper), as well as in [Boggess 1991], [Grishman 1992], a hybrid
methodology is adopted that introduces some level of semantic knowledge, in order to improve
the reliability and significance of the data. In all these studies the use of semantics makes it
possible to gather reliable data from smaller corpora (10,000-500,000 words). Since the papers 
Boggess and Grishman are more strictly related to our work, they will be discussed in detail later
on.

In this paper we will describe a method that exhibits a good trade-off between quantity and
complexity of the required human intervention, portability, and quality of the acquired data.
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2. Overview of the system ARIOSTO

Recently we developed a system, ARIOSTO, on which we are experimenting our theories on
corpus-driven lexical acquisition. Several aspects of lexical acquisition are being explored, as the
semi-automatic learning of word-sense taxonomies, the acquisition of a case-based semantic
lexicon, and the derivation of more or less knowledge-intensive techniques for syntactic and
semantic disambiguation. For sake of brevity, and because some research is still on-going, in this
paper we summarize only the basic knowledge extraction methodology and two interesting lexical
learning algorithms. The key idea in ARIOSTO is the exploitation of "assessed" NLP techniques
and statistical processing. The kernel linguistic data extracted by ARIOSTO are word
assodations augmented with syntactic and semantic information.
ARIOSTO inherited part of our previous experience with the systems DANTE [Antonacci 1989]
and PETRARCA [Velardi 1989, 1991], that were based exclusively on NLP techniques.
ARIOSTO has been so far experimented on two corpora of about 500,000 words each, which
exhibit very different linguistic styles: a collection of commercial enterprise descriptions, written
in telegraphic style, and a legal corpus on taxation norms and laws.
Raw texts are processed in fours steps:

1) Morphologic analysis, described in [Russo 1987] and [Marziali 1992]. It is worth notidng here
that morphology in Italian is considerably more complex than in English, but unlike
English, part-of-speech ambiguity can be significantly reduced.

2) Text Segmentation, that isolates single clauses and relevant discourse units. The purpose of
this module is to avoid syntactic overgeneration in the subsequent phase.

3) Shallow syntactic analysis, described in [Basili 1992 b]. The syntactic analyzer extracts
from the corpus syntactic pairs and triples, like noun-preposition-noun (N_p_N), verb_noun
(N_V), noun_adjective (N ADJ), verb_prepositionnoun (V_p_N), etc. About 20 types 
such elementary_ syntactic links (esl) are identified.

4) Semantic ta~ng. "Naive" semantic tags (about 10-12) are manually assigned to words 
the corpus. Some tags, like HUMAN_ENTITY, PLACE, ACT, are valid for any domain.
Others are more domain dependent, such as for example GOODS and REAL_ESTATE for the
legal domain and VEGETABLE, BY_PRODUCT for the commercial domain.

The association data produced at the end of step 4 are word pairs augmented with syntactic
markers and semantic tags. Table 1 summarizes some of the data extracted from the two corpora.
The number of syntactic associations shown in the Table account for the different word pairs or
tri >les.

c.mmzml.m m
Size (number of words) 512.845 321.114
Number of V_prep_N ~oups 41.615 26.718
Number of V_N ~ouDs 29.748 7.324

Number of N_prep N ~oups 146.341 61.307
Number of N_con~_N ~/roups 33.024 1.479
Number of N_V ~oups 1.980 2.393

Table 1: Experimental data for the two corpora

3. Using clustered association data to learn word behaviours.

As mentioned in the previous Section, word association data extracted by ARIOSTO are at the
basis of several lexical acquisition methodologies, part of which are still being experimented in
our on-going research. In this Section we briefly summarize the algorithms and the results of two
lexical learning algorithms. The two algorithms can both be used for syntactic disambiguation,
but are based on lightly different "cocktails" of knowledge-based and numerical ingredients. By
consequence, they produce results that exhibit a different trade-off between depth of the acquired
knowledge and required manual work.

3.1 Learning case roles

The first lexical acquisition algorithm that we describe is for the extraction of coarse-grained
selectionai restrictions between word classes in corpora. The acquired information can be used for
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syntactic and semantic disambiguation or as a kernel semantic bias from which a full semantic
lexicon is learned 1.
The algorithm works as follows:
- First, all the esl are clustered according to the semantic tag of both cooccurring words. For

examples V_p_N( sell, to, customer) and V_p_N(give, to, company) with a frequency fl and 
respectively, are merged into a unique observation V_p_N(ACT,to,HUMAN_ENTITY) with 
frequency fl+f2.

- Then, the statistical significance of a detected relation C1 synt_rel C2 (where syntrel is one of
the 20 esl types) is measured by the conditioned probability Pr(C1,C2/synt_rel) estimated by:

(1)
freq(C 1, synt__rel,C~

freq(synt_rel)

We use this measure rather than the mutual information [Church 1990] because we are
interested in detecting the statistically frequent selectional restrictions, rather than al__! the
statistically meaningful ones. The reason is that clustering both the content words of the
detected esl using very broad classes, as we do, may produce noisy data. In fact, accidental
associations collected because of syntactic and semantic ambiguity could acquire statistical
relevance if we use a measure like the mutual information, which is averaged by the
frequencies of both cooccurring elements. We hence used a more "conservative" statistical
measure that cut low frequency clustered association data.

- Finally, a linguist derives a set of domain-relevant selectional restrictions by replacing the
syntactic relation between concept pairs with the appropriate conceptual relation [Sowa
1984]. In interpreting syntactic patterns, we relied on our previous experience with semantic
representation languages [Pazienza 1987]. Only concept pairs with a conditioned probability
over a threshold T are considered. The acquired information are coarse-grained concept-
relation-concept triples, that we call CRC.

Tables 2 and 3 show the distribution of CI synt_rel C2 for the esl types N_p_N and V_p_N with
prep="da" (da= from,for, since, by). Table 2 is extracted from the commercial domain, Table 3 is
extracted from the legal domain. For the commercial domain, the following relations show to be
statistically prevailing:
1) ARTIFACT-da-ARTIFACT (e.g. biancheria da letto *linens for bed, cera da pavimenti *wax

for floors), that we interpreted with the use relation.
2) ACT-da-HUMAN ENTITY (e.g. venduto da-i soci *sold by the shareholders) that subsumes

the agent relation.
3) ARTIFACT-da-PLACE (e.g.articoli da spiaggia *items for beach, abbigliamento da montagna

*~uears for mountain), that again subsumes the use relation, very frequent in this corpus.
4) ACT-da-BUILDING (e.g. comprare da oleifici *to buy from oil-mills *prelevare dalle fattorie

*to get from firms) that subsumes a source relation.

Notice that many relations are quite unconventional. In Italian, as well as in English, da=from is
expected to subsume frequently the source relation in an ACT-from-PLACE pattern. Such relation
is instead quite rare, and mostly used metonymically, as for in the fourth example in which
BUILDING refers to the human entity that manages an activity in that building.
In Table 3 the following relations are prevailing:

1) ACT-da-HUMAN_ENTITY (e.g. pagato da-l contribuente *paid by the tax-payer), which is
the agent relation, as above.

2) ACT-da-DOCUMENT (e.g. previsto da-lla legge *included by the law, indicato da-lla fattura
*shown by the invoice), which we interpreted with the reference relation.

3) ACT-da-ACT (e.g. nominato da-ll°apertura *elected since the opening) and ACT-da-
TEMPORAL_ENTITY (presentato dalla data *presented since the date), both interpreted by
the start-time relation.

It is interesting to notice that only few linguistic analogies exist between the two language
domains. One of the major results of this study (described in more details in [Basili 1992]) is that
it clearly shows that words semantically relate to each other in many different, often

1 For space reasons this second, and more important, follow-out is only briefly mentioned at the
end of this Section.
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unexpected, ways. Hand writing selectional restrictions is difficult because it is time-consuming
and because it is hard to be consistent, but perhaps the main difficulty is precisely to imagine a-
priori the existence of many domain-dependent and variegated relations. Tables such as those
shown in this Section are greatly useful at addressing the intuition of the linguist towards the
relevant linguistic phenomena in a given domain.

da PA MA A HE V B BP M AN MC P

PA 0.046 0.023 0.036 0.033 0.001 0.023 0.010 0.008 0.005 0.021
MA 0.022 0.012 0.047 0.052 0.001 0.037 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.032

A 0.023 0.009 0.251 0.009 0.002 0.036 0.007 0.002 0.007 0.059
HE 0.003 0.004 0.010 0.004 0.001 0.005 0.002 0.004

v 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.016
B 0.008 0.007 0.036 0.003 0.003 0.023 0.004 0.001 0.025

BP 0.012 0.001 0.010 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.005 0.009
M 0.012 0.001 0.010 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.005 0.009
A 0.003 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.008 0.006

MA 0.004 0.001 0.007 0.002 0.001 - 0.001 0.007 0.001
P 0.003 - 0.001 - 0.002 - - 0.001

Legenda:
PA = PHYSICAL_ACT
MA= MENTAL_ACT
A = ARTIFACT
HE=HUMAN_ENTITY
V = VEGETABLE
B = BUILDING

Table 2: Distribution

da A RE G

BP = BY_PRODUCT
M = MATIF_~
AN=ANIMALS
MC = MACHINE
P = PLACES

of Cl-da-C2 triples in the commercial domain

AM D AE TE HE P S

A 0.098 0.062 0.009
RE 0.003 0.000 0.001
G 0.006 0.000 0.001

AM 0.007 0.001 0.001
D 0.005 0.001 0.000

AE 0.014 0.001 0.000
TE 0.011 0.000 0.000
HE 0.004 0.001 0.000

P 0.000 0.000 0.000
S 0.012 0.002 0.000

0.048
0.001
0.002
0.005
0 002
0 002
0 001
0 002
0 000
0 002

0.132 0.050 0.033 0.209 0.003 0.014
0.001 0.001 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.000
0.003 0.001 0.000 0.011 0.001 0.000
0.003 0.002 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.000
0.009 0.001 0.00! 0.009 0.000 0.000
0.004 0.003 0.005 0.006 0.000 J.00l
0.003 0.003 0.019 0.003 0.000 0.001
0.002 0.002 0.001 0.013 0.000 0.001
0.002 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000
0.009 0.006 0.003 0.017 0.000 0.303

Legenda:
A=ACTS TE=TEMPORAL_F..NTIT~ S
RE=RE.~_ESTATES HE=HUMAN ENTITIES

P=PLAC~
AM=AMOUNTS S--STATUS
D=IX)CUMENTS

Table 3 Distribution of Cl-da-C2 triples in the legal domain

3.2 Evaluation of the method.

Even though very high-level semantic tags have bee used for this study, still they show to
exhibit a good interpretive power. To demonstrate this, we set the following performance test2:
1)(A) Extract from a test subcorpus all the ambiguous sentences that can be detected by 

shallow syntactic analyzer. A sentence is considered ambiguous whenever it includes two or
more syntactic relations synt_rell(wl,w3), synt_rel2(w2,w3) with equal second argument. 
example, "sottomettere la richiesta all’autorita" competente" (to submit the request to the
competent authority) is selected as ambiguous because it produces, among the others, the two
syntactic relations: V_p N(submit, to,authority) and N_p_N(request, to,authority).

2)(M) Purge the set of ambiguous sentences from wrong parses and parses for which the correct

2 Steps marked (A) are automatic, steps marked (M) are manual.

4
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attachment cannot be stated unambiguously. For the remaining set of sentences, assign
synt_relx=C (x= 1,2,..) if synt_relx is judged to be the correct attachment.

3)(A) Select from the tables Ci synt rel Cj, and for any synt rel type, the subset of CiCj
cooccurrences that have a conditioned probability over the experimentally determined
threshold T.

4)(A) Use the set of "plausible" concept pairs selected in step 3 to determine the correct
attachments in the test set of ambiguous sentences. A syntactic relation synt_relx(wi, wj) 
~c~cepted if there exist for the syntactic relation synt relx a "plausible" concept pair CiCj
such that wi belongs to the class Ci and wj belongs to the class Cj. Three cases are are
possible:
a) The correct syntactic relation is accepted and the wrong is rejected. Let c be the total

number of such correct choices.
b) The wrong syntactic relation is accepted and the correct is rejected. Let w be the total

number of such wrong choices
c) Both relations are rejected or both are accepted. Let u be the number of such undecidable

cases.

5) (A) Compute the performances of the method by the following formulas:
Precision=c / (c + w)
Efficiency=c / (c + w + u)

Table 4 summarizes the results of the evaluation on the legal corpus. It is seen that the precision
of the method is high, but the efficiency is rather low, since the method is unable to decide for
more than 50% of the cases. A low efficiency was expected, because we are using very coarse-
grained semantic tags. The high precision was, in a sense, unexpected for the same reason. This
represents a valuable result, since it demonstrates that shallow semantics do add a considerable
value to the final results.

Number of ambi[~fities: 314

[

Precision: 84,91%

Efficiency: 46,82 %

Table 4: Evaluation of the interpretive power of the CRC (legal corpus)

We would like to stress however that the CRC acquired by this method have another major
application in our research, e.g. they represent a "kernel" semantic knowledge by which a full
case-based semantic lexicon is acquired from corpora. The basic lexical learning algorithm is that
described in [Velardi, 1991], but the modified version of this algorithm requires much less manual
work, and increases the reliability of the lexicon by computing a statistical measure of the
semantic expectation of each case role acquired for a word sense. The acquired lexicon exhibits a
high precision (85%) and a relatively high efficiency (70%) in a performance experiment similar
to that described in this Section. Space constraints prevent from a description of the system, that
has been demonstrated at the past Applied Natural Language Processing Conference on April
1992, and will be presented in a forthcoming paper.

3.3. Learning disambiguation cues

The lexical learning method described in the previous Section is semi-automatic, in that the
semantic nature of the detected selectional patterns is determined by a linguist. In this section we
describe a method to acquire syntactic ambiguity preference criteria based on a purely automatic
procedure. The method is shown to produce better results both for precision and efficiency, but
unlike the previous method, it does not allow the semantic interpretation of a syntactic link, but
merely discriminates between correct and wrong syntactic attachments.
By clustering all the detected W p_N triples according to the semantic tag of the second content
word (e.g. N), we derived a set of clustered associations data that are at the basis of the syntactic
ambiguity preference criterion. The algorithm works as follows: given a sentence with the
structure V N1 prep N2, where N2 belongs to the class Ci, we assign the preference to the verb
attachment if the probability of finding in the corpus the clustered triple V prep Ci is higher
than that of finding the triple N1 prep Ci, else the preference is assigned to the noun attachment.
To make a concrete example, consider the following ambiguous sentences in the commercial corpus:
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1. Produzione di articoli in cemento *Production of items in cement
2. Costruzione botti in cemento *Building barrels in cement
3. Verniciatura articoli in ferro *Painting items in iron
4. Produzione articoli in ceramica *Production of items in ceramics
5. Lavorazione di vasi in terracotta *Working pots in terracotta(earthenware)

All the above sentences give rise to syntactic ambiguity for what concerns the attachment of the
prepositional phrase. To solve the ambiguity of the first sentence, a good clue could be to learn
from the corpus that the probability of occurrence of "production-in-MATERIAL" (1,4) 
significantly lower than that of "item-in-MATERIAL" (1,3,4).
To determine the probability of word-class attachments, we compute the conditioned mutual
information I(W/prep,Ci). This is evaluated by:

freq( W, prep,Ci)
(2) I( W/prep, Ci) = p freq( prep, C-~freq( W, prep)

In this case the (conditioned) mutual information seems the appropriate statistical measure. 
fact, since we are generalizing only the second content word according to its tag, we obtain less
noisy data than by clustering both words. Infrequent associations are less likely to be accidental,
hence we can exploit a property of the mutual information, that of giving statistical relevance
also to the infrequent word patterns (because of the denominator).
Table 5 is an example of the type of information provided by this algorithm. Several other tables
and formal details of the algorithm are presented in [Basili forthcoming].
Table 5 is an excerpt of a table that suggests the preference criterion for the class of sentences
Costruire Ni con Cj (To build Ni with Cj) extracted from the commercial corpus. In the complete
table there is one row (i) for each direct object of the verb To build, that also appear in some Ni
with Cj pattern (preceded or not by the verb to build). This subset {Ni} of direct objects is the
intersection of all the V_N(to build, Ni)esl and the N_p_N(Ni,with,Cj) clustered associations.
We derived a table like Table 5 for each verb V and preposition prep such that there are at least
10 occurrences of V_p_N(V,prep, Cj) in the application corpus. These tables are very readable, at
least for an Italian reader, because the box (1,j) and the box (i,j) in a table V prep represent
explicitly the class of sentences V Ni prep Cj. For example, in Table 5 it is seen that the
attachment preference is assigned to the verb to lmild when Ci is one of the following classes
ACT (PHYSICAL or MENTAL), BUILDING, MATERIAL. Examples of these classes of sentences
in the corpus are:
1) costruzione di impianti stradali con officine *to build road installations with (=and)

workshops (workshop is a BUILDING)
2) costruire beni immobili con esecuzione.. *to build real estates with execution of.. (execute is a

PHYSICAL_ACT)
3) costruzione di accessori con materiali propri *to build accessories with owned materials

(material is a MATERIAL)
The preposition with is often used in the sense of "and" (sentences 1-2), or it subsumes 
instrument relation (sentence 3).

3.4 Evaluation of the method and comparison with similar methods

To our knowledge, four papers have been recently published on the use of NLP and numerical
methods for syntactic disambiguation. [Hindle 1991] collects with a partial syntactic analyzer
word-preposition pairs from a large corpus, and contrasts the probability of occurrence of V-prep
pairs against Ni-prep pairs in V Ni prep Nj structures. The two probabilities are compared using
the t-score t(prep/V - prep/Ni).
In [Boggess 1991] the first 2000 words of a 10,000 word corpus in the medical domain, are labelled
by hand by syntactic/semantic labels (e.g. noun/body_part). A Markov bigram and trigram model
is then used to semi-automatically label the subsequent 6000 words. The updated Markov model is
next used to automatically label the remainder of the corpus. A set of rules for the use of
prepositions are also manually defined, e.g. <noun/patient>with <noun~disorder>. These rules
are at the basis of the syntactic disambiguation algorithm. The system automatically identifies
the syntactic/semantic labels of words in V Ni prep Nj and Ni Nj prep Nk structures, and uses the
rules on prepositions to determine the correct attachment.
In [Sekine 1992] and [Grishman 1992] it is proposed a method very similar to that discussed in this
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paper, i.e. the disambiguation algorithm is based on the comparison of statistical figures that
measure the probability of V-prep-Nj yrs. Ni-prep-Nj attachments in the corpus.

con MA PA A HE V B BP M AH MC P

costruire 6.517 3.453 3.151 2.125 6.410

accessorio 0.313 0.276 2.521 0.567

albergo 2.302 0.608 0.472

articolo 0.47~ 1.205 - 0.728

at~rezzatura 0.348 1.401 1.416

( ......... )

fabbricato 0.521 2.762

immobile 1.159

impianto 0.521 1.387 - 0.708

infisso _ 0.921 4.203

locale 4.866 0.944
macchina 0.664 - 0.764 - 1.288

( ......... -)

mobile 1.738 1.401

oggetto 0.675 0.32~ 1.236 0.505

opera

--)

prodot~o 0.521 0.921 0.350 1.416

rimorchio 1.381 2.101

( ......... )

Legenda: (see Table 2)

0.366

0.312

Table 5 Preference table for Costruire N1 con N2

13. 514

3.378

The aforementioned methods span along the breadth yrs. depth trade-ofL The t-score method is
more portable, even though it requires a domain-dependent morphologic lexicon augmented with
syntactic expectations (complement structure of verbs). However, as remarked by the same
authors, it is "too weak to make the correct attachment in many cases". In fact, a preposition may
or may be not related to a verb, even if it frequently cooccurs with it, depending upon the
underlying semantic relation. It is the semantic category of the noun following a preposition that
determines the nature of the semantic link, and ultimately influences the choice of the proper
attachment. Consider for example the sentences costruire Ni con Nj (to build Ni with Nj). It is
clear that for some sentences, as for example costnfire infissi con profilati (to build fixhlres with
section irons) the preference should be given to the noun attachment, while for others, such as
costruire infissi con materiali propri (to build fixtures with owned materials) the preference
should be given to the verb. The t-score method would give in both cases the preference either to
build or to fixture, depending upon which of the two words has the higher probability of being
seen with the preposition with (actually, we verified that it gives the preference to the noun).
Our method correctly assigns a higher probability to the noun in the first case and to the verb in
the second.
The method proposed by Boggess and its colleagues is potentially more accurate (about 90%
precision at detecting the correct attachment), because it heavily relies on the use of 79 manually
added syntactic/semantic markers and about 15 rules per preposition. However the semantic
markers and the prepositional rules are very domain-specific, and we suspect that a lot of work
would be required to switch to a different domain. The initial manual tagging of the corpus seems
also quite heavy.
The method proposed in [Sekine 1992] is somehow in between the aforementioned ones. This
method does not use semantics, like in [Hindle 1991], but looks at syntactic triples as we do, rather
than pairs. However, the absence of semantic information significantly reduces the amount of
statistically reliable data. For example, in the legal corpus we detected 5117 association
instances related by the preposition "for", of which 3404 are different. Only 1440 instances out of
5117 belong to a duster with a frequency>=3, which is commonly believed a threshold over which
association data are statistically reliable. Out of these 1440, 297 are different, hence without
semantic tags we derive a disambiguation criterion for less than 10% (297/3404) of the acquired
word pairs.
By clustering the second cooccurring words according to their tags, we obtain 3322 instances
belonging to a cluster with frequency >=3, 1826 of which are different. We hence have a criterion
for more than 50% of the words (1826/3404). Actually, since our method collects information on 
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category of sentences (e.g. To build Ni with Cj), we are potentially able to analyze a much wider
range of sent;¢n¢¢~. Unlike other statistically based methods, our method is hence more
predictive.
[Grishman 1992] also uses triples to determine syntactic preference. A very interesting heuristics is
employed to assign a weight to the detected syntactic triples. Briefly, if in a sentence there are N
alternative syntactic relations, each relation is weighted by 1/N. In the paper it is mentioned
the use of a hand-encoded word sense taxonomy and selectional patterns to cluster the syntactic
triples, however no details are provided to understand what is the contribution of this hierarchy
on the final performance results. In our view this should by no means be remarkable, had it been
the codification of a full word sense hierarchy a feasible task. Unfortunately this is well known
as one of the major obstacles to the codification of semantic knowledge in NLP systems [Velardi
1990]. In [Velardi 1991] we also used a full taxonomy to acquire the semantic lexicon, but this
strategy is now abandoned in favour of the "fiat" semantic tags.
In conclusion, even though all the aforementioned methods exhibit good performances, we claim
that our method has a better trade-off between accuracy of the criterion and required manual
work. To fully demonstrate this claim, we performed a numerical comparison with the t-score
method, which is so far the most popular3. The results are summarized in Table 6.
The table shows that our method performs in both domains significantly better than the t-score.
This is important, since all the aformentioned disambiguatio algorithms have been experimented
only on a single domain. The t-score method performs well when a preposition subsumes almost
always the same semantic relation (e.g. "in" almost always subsumes the matter relation in the
examined examples, and is attached to the noun). In any case, our method has almost the same
performances for these "static" cases.
Whenever a preposition is used with several different meanings (this is the case mostly for "to"
and "with" in the commercial corpus) the t-score method exhibits rather poor performances in
comparison with our method, as expected.

Numb. of
Ambiguities

Commercial Domain

Con’ect Decisions II 1~8 II 119

i II

Legal Domain

152 [[ 179

II t-score II CMI

I m II
t-score

88
49%

Table 7: Performance evaluation of the syntactic preference algorithm

4. Conclusions and future work

In presenting the system ARIOSTO, we focused on the results and performance evaluation, more
than on the algorithms, since our objective in this paper was to demonstrate that our corpus-
driven methodology effectively exploits the interaction between NLP and statistical techniques.
In summary, our approach is claimed to exhibit the following advantages:
i) it is self-organizing, i.e. it learns from the application domain; ii) it is based on high-coverage
NLP techniquf~; iii) it is predictive, since generalized word patterns are learnt, and iv) it
exhibits a good trade-off between quality and portability of the acquired data, on one side, and
amount of required manual wQrk, on the other side.
Even though the measured performances are encouraging, there is room for further improvements.
On the statistical processing side, word associations instances could be weighted using a method
similar to that proposed in [Grishman 1992], before being grouped. More sophisticated statistical
measures (linear combinations) are also being studied. On the NL processing side, we are currently
refining a concept formation algorithm (based on unsupervised machine learning techniques) 
automatically acquire a more fine-grained word sense taxonomy, starting from the hand-encoded
coarse semantic tags.
Other results of this research, like the acquisition of a complete case-based semantic lexicon, and
further details may be found in the referred papers.

3 Clearly, we had to use our shallow parser to extract Hindle’s syntactic pairs.
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